Foreman - Refactor #30787
upgrade react-diff-view-2.x
09/07/2020 11:33 AM - Maria Agaphontzev

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Maria Agaphontzev
Category: JavaScript stack

Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7963
Fixed in Releases: 2.5.0
Found in Releases: 2.5.0

Description
from 1.x to 2.x there were some breaking changes so the component should be refactored

Associated revisions
Revision 74968997 - 02/09/2021 02:18 PM - Maria Agaphontzev
fixes #30787 - upgrade js vendor to 8.0.0

History
#1 - 09/07/2020 11:56 AM - The Foreman Bot
- status changed from new to ready for testing
- pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7963 added

#2 - 02/09/2021 02:18 PM - The Foreman Bot
- fixed in releases 2.5.0 added

#3 - 02/09/2021 03:01 PM - Maria Agaphontzev
- status changed from ready for testing to closed

applied in changeset foreman/74968997f878ac1523c75d1e090950701b8639e0.